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"Komentar Dan Pendapat Tentang Prasaran Dr. R. Soemitro S.H. Mengenai Penanaman Modal Dan Padjak Padjak," IV/1 Padjadjaran 46 (1972) (Some Remarks on Foreign Investment and Taxation)

*English Language Writings on Indonesian Law* (Cambridge 1973)

*An Introduction to Indonesian Law* (rev. ed. 1974)


"Indonesian Mortgage Law," 5 Lawasia 30 (1974)


"Indonesia – Validity of Foreign Trademark License Upheld," East Asian Executive Reports 8 (July 1984)


"Indonesia – Major Tax Changes Implemented," East Asian Executive Reports 8 (March 1984)


"Indonesia – Counterfeit Trademarks More Difficult to Cancel," East Asian Executive Reports 8 (Dec. 1985)

"Indonesia – Foreign Arbitral Awards Are Not Enforceable," East Asian Executive Reports 11 (Nov. 1985)

"Indonesia," in F. Schwank and F. Rider (eds.), *Banks Abroad* 183 (Great Britain 1986)


"Indonesia – High Court Upholds First User’s Right to Cancel Registration of Counterfeit Mark At Any Time," East Asian Executive Reports 12 (Apr. 1987)

"Indonesia – Court Sets Tougher Standards for Expedited Enforcement of Acknowledgment of Debt," East Asian Executive Reports 9 (Sept. 1987)


"Indonesia – Supreme Court Issues Regulation Allowing Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards," XII/6 International Lawyer's Newsletter 19 (1990)


"Indonesia – Supreme Court Rules that Loan Signed Abroad Cannot be Secured by Hypothec on Indonesian Land," East Asian Executive Reports 8 (February 1997)


"Reforming Indonesia’s Justice System," The Asian Wall Street Journal (December 18, 2001)
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“Legal Problems of Investment in Indonesia,” Association of Bar of City of New York (Great Hall Lecture 1974)

“Customary Law in Indonesia,” Asia Society (New York 1976)


"Indonesian Arbitration," Law Society of Singapore (Singapore 1990)


"Dispute Resolution for Foreigners Doing Business in Indonesia," California Southeast Asia Business Council (San Francisco 1994)


"Commercial Law Environment for Foreign Investment in Indonesia," California Southeast Asia Business Council/Govt. of Indonesia Indonesian Business Opportunities Forum (San Francisco 1995)


"An Introduction to Law and Economic Change in Indonesia," New York Law School Faculty (New York 1996)

"Project Finance," CETIC Seminar (Beijing 1996)


"Has the Time Come for Using International Arbitration Clauses in Indonesian Financial Documentation?" Indonesian Financial Law Forum (Singapore 1997)

"Foreign Investment and Legal Culture in Indonesia," New York University (New York 1997)

"Foreign Investment in Indonesia: Recent Legal and Regulatory Developments," U.S.-ASEAN Trade Council (Washington, DC 1998)


"Legal Aspects of Distribution in Indonesia," PILLS Seminar (Philadelphia 1998)


"Enforceability of International Arbitral Awards in Indonesia," California State Bar Conference on International Arbitration in Asia (San Francisco 2000)


"The Ethics of Contacting an Adverse Party’s Employees in International Arbitration," Thirteenth Annual Workshop of Institute for Transnational Arbitration (Dallas 2002)

"International Investment Arbitration: Will Fixing It Make It Worse?" Northwestern University School of Law (Chicago 2008)

"Investment Arbitration: Is an Appellate Body Needed?" University of Arizona (Tucson 2013)

“Your Choice: the ICSID Additional Facility or UNCITRAL?” International Bar Association Annual Conference (Boston 2013)
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What Remains: Searching for the Memory and Lost Grave of John Paul Jones (Amherst & Boston, University of Massachusetts Press, 2017)